CLEANROOM EXTENSION FIT-OUT WITH FIREWALLS
Pharmaceutical Manufacturer Tredegar

Background
Working under on-site project management contractor,
Specific Environments Ltd, who were responsible for
developing a full turnkey cleanroom solution, the Stancold’s
Clean Room Envelope Specialist Team were tasked in
undertaking the cleanroom envelope fit-out within this
pharmaceutical manufacturer’s new extension.
Process
The project required an intricate scope of works to best
accommodate the end user’s accelerated manufacturing
plans and utilisation of redundant space, in and around
complex steel structures.
Our team’s consultative nature allowed us to explore a
number of panel system combinations with the end user,
taking into account the need for fire protection and their
budget.
The final package required the integration of three different
panel systems to ensure that the specification was
successfully achieved.
Project Delivery
Stancold’s responsibilities included the construction of all
cleanroom walls, walk-on ceilings, doors, vision panels and
60-minute firewalls, amounting to nearly 8000m² of works.
The team combined Puracore’s Aluminium Honeycomb,
Kingspan Versatile and Eurobond Firemaster panel systems
to complete the works, utilising each system’s advantages to
match the overall complexity. A key strength within our
offering includes the ability to accurately colour match all

systems, which provided a perfectly white finish throughout
this facility.
Two installation teams worked in unison to complete the
construction of the cleanrooms and firewalls simultaneously,
so the project was successfully finished within the assigned
schedule of 15 weeks.

Project Details
Location

Tredegar

Building Use

Pharmaceuticals

Panel Core

Aluminium Honeycomb; Quadcore; Mineral Fibre

Panel Supplier

Puracore; Kingspan; Eurobond

Panel Thickness

50mm; 80mm; 100mm; 150mm

Panel Requirements7891m²
Services

Faultless Colour-Match
Detailed Construction Design
Unrivalled Product Knowledge
Specialist Installation Teams
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A complex build that exhibits our
specialist knowledge
Lee Duffield, Senior Contracts Manager
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